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Modular Buildings
for Schools:
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Schools Often
Run Into

Limited Space
Issues Due To:

Overcrowding
High demand at private and charter schools
Construction and repairs on permanent buildings

Time & Budget
Not only that, but schools are often on a budget and in a time crunch
to gain more space.

46

$

Did You Know?

,000,000,000
One study reports that, “as much as $46 billion is
needed for maintenance on school buildings
nationwide.”

Effects of

Poor Physical
School Conditions

Behavior challenges can increase

Academic achievement declines

Teacher burnout
Safety concerns while repairs and
construction takes place

Benefits of

Turning to

Modular Buildings
Affordability
Modular buildings are a cost-effective solution to accommodate
high enrollment rates, either on a temporary or permanent basis!

Time Efficient
Space needs can be met immediately since modular buildings
are built off-site! This helps avoid a lengthy construction process
and there are fewer disruptions from construction.

Did you know? Many see as much as 50% in time savings when

they go with modular buildings vs. traditional construction.

Flexibility
Each project is designed to meet the client's expectations and
needs. They are also easy to move to adapt to future needs.

Aesthetics
The modular buildings' exterior treatments and finishes are
designed to match the existing environment and structures.

Why Are

Modular Buildings Quicker?
Built Off-Site

No Delays

They’re built off-site which
means teams can prepare
the foundation on-site at
the same time.

Weather doesn’t stop
construction!

Are you looking for a

Permanent Modular Building Solution?
Or do you need a

Temporary Portable Classroom
to get you through renovations or new construction?
Wilmot Modular is happy to talk to you about your space needs!
LEARN MORE TODAY!
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